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Abstract 

The integrable representations of U,(osp( 1,2n)) are studied. The result shows that there are 
finite dimensional simple representations which are not deformations of the representations of 
V(osp( 1,211)). A complete reducibility theorem is proved for the finite dimensional integrable 

representations. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

AMS Class$cation: 16W30; 16S80; 22E70 

1. Introduction 

The Lie superalgebra G = osp( 1,2n) is a special one among the contragredient clas- 

sical Lie superalgebras: its finite dimensional representations are completely reducible, 

hence its representation theory is rather similar to the representation theory of a semi- 

simple Lie algebra, and, it is the only one whose universal enveloping algebra is a 

domain. Since the integrable representation theory of the q-deformation of the univer- 

sal enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra is similar to that of the Lie algebra 

(see [9]), one would like to see if the same is true for U,(G). Some of the integrable 

representations of U,(G) were studied recently (see [lo, 141 and the references therein), 

but a complete analysis for the integrable representations of this algebra is still seemed 

to be necessary. 

The main aim of this note is to study the integrable representations of U,(G). In order 

to fully explore the integrable representations, we need to work over the field extension 

a=(&) of C(q): our result shows that there are integrable highest weight representations 

given by half integer powers of q (see Theorem 3.1), and they are not deformations of 
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representations of U(G). For example, in the case n = 1, the finite dimensional U(G)- 

modules skip the nonzero even dimensions, while the finite dimensional am-modules 

take all dimensions (see the discussion after Theorem 3.1). In spite of this fact, one can 

still prove that a finite dimensional integrable U,(G)-module is completely reducible 

(Theorem 5.6). 

We organize this note as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of U,(G). 

Since there are variations for the choice of the defining matrix of G as a contragredient 

Lie supera~gebra, we provide a brief discussion for the defining relations of G as a 

contragredient Lie superalgebra with our setting. In Section 3, we discuss the integrable 

highest weight representations of U,(G). In Section 4, we discuss the highest weight 

representations of U,(G) which are deformations of some U(G)-modules, and we show 

how one can use the defo~ations to obtain a PBW theorem for U,(G). We must 

point out that in 1131, Yamane proved the PBW theorem for the ~-defo~ations of 

the universal enveloping algebras of the finite dimensional simple contragredient Lie 

superalgebras, In Section 5, we prove the complete reducibility theorem for the category 

of finite dimensional integrable U,( G)-modules. 

2. Defining relations and the defecation “i% 

Let (aj,j) be the following nxn symmetric matrix 

2 -I 0 +‘* 0 0 

-1 2-l-.. 0 0 

0 -1 2 ... 0 0 
1 . . . . . . 1 :a . * . . . . , 

0 0 0a.a 2 -1 

0 0 0 f.1 -1 1 1 

AS a contragredient Lie superalgebra, G is defined by the generators ei, h, hi 

(1 I i 5 n), with the &-grading given by 

degei==degA=O (1 (i<n - l), deghi=O (1 <i<rz), 

dege, =deg.f, = 1, 

subject to the generating relations 

[hj,hj]=O, 1 Ii, .jstZ; (2.1) 

[ej,hJ=Gijhj, l<i, jln; (2.2) 

[hi,ei] = aijej, [hi,&] = - a~&, 1 < i, j < fl; (2.3) 

(ade~)‘-“l~(ej)=O, (~~dfi>‘-~~(fj)=O, i#,j, and if i=n, j#n - 1; (2.4) 

(ade,)3(e,-i)=0, (a4L)3(fn-~)=0. (2.5) 
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From the matrix presentation of G (see, e.g., [4]), one can see that relations (2.1)- 

(2.5) hold in G by a simple computation. The fact that these relations form a complete 

set of generating relations can be seen as follows. Let G’ be the contragredient Lie 

superalgebra defined by these generators and relations. Then there exists a Lie superal- 

gebra epimorphism 4 : G’ + G. To prove that 4 is actually an isomorphism, introduce 

the following elements in G’: 

I 
e+1 = adeden-i 1, 

I 
en-2 = adel,, (en-2 L . , ei = adei(el ), 

eI, = +ade,(e,), f,’ = ;wn(fn ). 

Then it is not hard to verify that: 

(i) The subalgebra Gh of G’ generated by e, (1 < i < n - l), h (1 < i < n - I ), 

hi (1 5 i < n), eh and f,’ is isomorphic to the simple Lie algebra C, (just check that 

they have the same defining relations). 

(ii) Regarding G’ as a Gh-module under the adjoint action, the vector ei (as 

a highest weight vector) generates a copy of the simple C,-module sp,,, (denoted 

by G;). 
(iii) As a GA-module, G’ = Gh 6~ Gi. 

Now by (iii), ker 4 = 0, and 4 is an isomorphism. 

Let G = G- + H + G+ be the natural triangular decomposition of G and let U+(G) 

(resp. U-(G)) be the universal enveloping algebra of G+ (resp. G-). 

Let q be an indeterminate over the complex number field C, let .d = C[&, fi-‘]. 

and let 4 be the quotient field C(d). For n E Z, let 

[nl = (4” - 4F l/(4 - 4-l >> 

for nEZ+={0,1,2 ,... }, let 

[n]! = [n][n - l] . . [ 11, 

and for ,i E Z+ let 

[I 7 =[nl[n-l]...[n-j+l]/[j]! (j>O), [I ;t =l. 

We define the q-deformation of U(G) to be the Zz-graded associative algebra W 

(with 1) over 9 generated by Ei, Fi, Ki*‘, 1 5 i <n, with the grading given by 

degEi=degFj=O (1 <i<n- l), deg KF’ =0 (1 <i<n), 

degE,=degF,=l, 

subject to the following defining relations: 

K,lCj=KjKi, KiKi-‘=Ki-‘Ki=l, l<i, j<n, 

K, Ei Ki-’ = qa”Ei, KieKi-’ =q-“‘e, 1 5 i, j <n, 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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Ei~-(-1)““~Ei=6ijK’-K~’ 
q-q-l ’ 

a=degEi, b=degI$, 1 <i, j<n, 

(2.8) 

g(_l )” [ ’ ;,oi/ ] E~-azJ-s EjE,"=O, ifj, (i,j)#(n,n- l), (2.9) 

z(_l)~ [ 1 <Qij] 6,1-0,-s 
F;c’=O, i#j, (i,j)#(n,n- l), (2.10) 

s=o 

E;E,_, - (q - 1 + q-‘)E;E,_,E, - (q - 1 + q-‘)EnL,E; +-C-+,3 = 0, 

(2.11) 

F;F,_, - (q - 1 + q-l)F;F,-,Fn - (q - 1 + q-‘)FnF,-,F,2 +&-IF,3 = 0. 

(2.12) 

Remark. One can just define % to be the algebra over the field C(q) with the same 

generators and generating relations. But in order to explore in full the integrable highest 

weight representations of O&, we need to work with the field C(d) instead of C(q) 

(compare with Theorem 3.1 below). 

The algebra ui% is a &-graded Hopf algebra with comultiplication A, antipode S and 

counit E defined by 

AEi=Ei@ 1 +Ki@E,, AFi=Fi@X-‘+ 1 @Fi, AKi=Ki @ Ki, (2.13) 

S Ei = -Ki-‘Ei, Se = - F; Ki, SK,= Ki-‘, (2.14) 

CEi = 0, EFi=O, EKi= 1. (2.15) 

There exists a C-algebra anti-automorphism H : 42 + $2 defined by 

0Ei = Fi, QFi = El, OK, = K,-‘, oq=q-1, 

and 8(uu)= 0(v)0(u) for all U,VE %V. 

Let @, W and 4?’ be the subalgebras of 4V generated by the Ei, the Fi and 

the KF’ (i = 1 , . . . ,n), respectively. Then % = W%“%!+, and as in [l 11, using the 

comultiplication, one can prove that 02 g @)/- CC j&O @ %+ as 9 vector spaces. 

For 1 <i<n- 1, kEZ+, let 

E?) = [k]!-‘E” I I ) E@)= [k]!P’,+. I I 

Then we have the following formula (see, e.g., [9]): 

min(p.r) 
E,‘pjF/” = c @“-I) Kii2t ; p - r E(p-t), 

1 
l<i<n-I, (2.16) 

I=0 
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WhtX 

K,; c 

[ 1 = n:::,(Kjq”-” - K;’ qs-‘) 

t rI:_,<qs - q-9 . 

For r E Z+, let 

Q+(r)= qr +(kl)‘-’ 
qfl ’ 

Q-(r) = q-’ + (-l>‘-’ 
q-l+1 . 

Then Q+(r), Q-(r) E d, and we have 

qQ+(r) + (-l)‘= Q+(r + l), q-IQ-(r) + (-l)‘=Q-(r + 1). 

For a, b E F, let 

[K,. hl=Ki-K;‘b 
I,4 q-q-l 

Note that 

Ej[Ki;a,b]=[Ki;q-“f’u,q”l/b]E,, [Ki;u,b]F,=Fi[Ki;q-al’u,qal’b]. 

Proposition 2.1. For r, p E Z+, we have the following formulas: 

E,,F,’ =I?,‘-‘[K,; Q-(r),Q+(r)] + (-l)‘F,‘E,, 

min(p,r) 
E,PF,’ = c (- l)(‘-‘)(p-‘)F,‘-‘Z(K,; p, r; t)EIPf, 

t=o 

103 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

where for t > 0, Z(K,,; p,r; t) is an integer coeJicient polynomial of degree t in 

[KG q-‘Q-(j), dQ+Wl, (2.24) 

withO<iLmin(p,r)-t, l<jIr,undZ(K,;p,r;O)=l. Inparticulur,ifp<r, then 

P-1 

ZG p,r; P> = n[&r Q-<r - 9, Q+(r - 91. 
i=O 

Proof. One first uses induction on r and formulas (2.8), (2.19) and (2.21) to prove 

(2.22), then uses (2.21), (2.22) together with induction on p to prove (2.23). 0 

3. Integrable highest weight %-modules 

For 1 5 i 5 n, let 

a(i) = (q”“, qa12, . . . , qa’” ), (3.1) 
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where the aij are the entries of the defining matrix of G. We define a partial order in 

(9*)” by 

cc)<CO’ H CO’CI-’ =a(1)1“51(2)~2’..~(n)r”, Yi,...,Y,EZ+. 

Note that the defining matrix of G is positive definite, so if we fix a set of simple 

roots {a,,..., a,} of G corresponding to the defining matrix, then for CO < cc)‘, there 

exists A E H* such that 

We call a @-module M (we assume our %-modules are all left @-modules) a highest 

weight module if there exists a nonzero vector v E M (called a highest weight vector) 

such that 

(i) EjV=O, 1 <i<?Z, 

(ii) Kiv=Oiv, wiEF*, 1 <i<n, 

(iii) M=%-(v). 

For a %-module M and CO = (CO,,. . . , co,,) E (F*)‘, let 

M,={xEM: Kix=OiX, 1 <i<n} 

If M, #O, then CO is called a weight of M, and the nonzero elements of M, are 

called weight vectors. If M is a highest weight module, then M = @,, < ,MW and _ 
dimM, = 1. 

For w = (WI , . . . , o,) E (S* ): let J, be the left ideal of %! generated by the elements 

Ki - Wi and Ei (1 < i < n). Then the left @-module %/Jo is a highest weight %-module 

called a Verma module, we denote this module by M(w). The Verma module M(o) 

has a unique maximal submodule M’, the quotient L(a) = M(w)/M’ is the simple 

a-module with highest weight w. 

Let R be the set of roots of G and let R+ be the set of positive roots with respect 

to the simple roots system {c(r). , a,}. Suppose that o < CO’, let A E H* be such that 
c,~‘a-1 = ($(h’), . . . ,4i.(hn)). By using the PBW theorem in [ 1 l] (see also Theorem 4.4 

below), one can see that dimM(o’), = PR!(/~), where PR’ is the usual partition function 

on the set R’ = R+ - {2x, + . + 2’3, : 1 5 i < n}. 

We call a @-module M integrable if M = c, M, and if Ei and Fi (1 < i < n) are lo- 

cally nilpotent endomorphisms of M. We have the following theorem on the integrable 

highest weight %-modules (compare with [9, Proposition 3.21 and [14, Theorem 2.11): 

Theorem 3.1. The simple highest weight %-module L(w) with w = (WI,. . . ,a,,) E 

(Fe>” is integrable if and only ij 

Q= l,qm', l<iln-1, (3.2) 

where m, E Z,, 12 = 1 and 

(3.3) 
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Proof. “+” Suppose that L(o) is integrable. Then since E;, Fi, Ki*’ (1 5 i < n - 1) 

generate a subalgebra of & isomorphic to U,(sZ(n - l)), the statement on wi for 

1 <i < n - 1 follows from [9, Proposition 3.21. To check the statement on w,, let v 

be a highest weight vector of L(o) and let r be a positive integer such 

and F,‘-’ D # 0. Then by (2.22) we have 

E,,Fnr . v = F;-‘[K,; Q-(r), Q+(r)]. v = 0. 

Since q is an indeterminate (we only need that q* # 1 here), the above 

w,Q-(r) - o,‘Q+(r) = 0. 

This in turn gives 

c-J& = &- (-l)Y-‘q-1 

= *q(‘-‘)‘27 
{ 

if Y is odd, 

*iq+ ‘J/2 9 if r is even, 

which is (3.3). 

“e” Suppose the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) on the wi hold. Since the vectors of the 

form y=E;;, .’ . I$ . v span L(o), we only need to prove that for any Ei and F;: there 

exist positive integers k’ and k2 such that E,!’ y = 0, Fp . y = 0. But for k’ big enough, 

E,kl . y is a weight vector of weight $q hence must be 0. To prove the statement 

on F;, we use induction on t. For t = 0, 1 5 i < n - 1, the desired result follows from 

[9, 3.41. For t =O, i=n, consider the vector Fn2m+’ . v, where m is as in (3.3). By 

(2.8), for 1 <j<n - 1, EjFn2”‘+’ . v = F2m+’ Ej v = 0. Since we also have n 

that F,‘.v=O 

identity gives 

E,,F,2”+‘~v=F~m[K;Q-(2m+ l),Q+(2m+ 1)l.v 

= F,2”((o,,Qp(2m + 1) - w,‘Q’(2m + l))/(q - 4-l)). v 

= 0, 

if Fn2m+’ . v # 0, it generates a proper submodule of L(w). But L(w) is simple, so 

F2”+’ v = 0. Now assume the desired result holds for x = I$ . . . F$ . v, where t > 0. 

C”onsider y = fi, . .F;, . v. If i = i’, then it is clear that some power of fi annihilates y 

by induction hypothesis. If i#i’, then by using (2.10) and (2.12) we see that some 

power of F; also annihilates y. 

The proof of the theorem is now complete. q 

Let us use the case n = 1 to make a comparison between the finite dimensional simple 

U(G)-modules and the finite dimensional simple modules of @. Let the generators of 

U(G) be e, f, and h with the generating relations ef + f e = h, he - eh = e, hf - 

,fh = -f, By using induction on r > 0, one can verify the following formula: 

efr= 
-&jfr-’ + f’e, r even, 

f’-‘(h - y) - f’e, r odd. 
(3.4) 
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From this formula, one immediately derives that any simple U(G)-module L(A) with 

A(h)=mEZ+ is of dimension 2m + 1, and U(G) has no even dimensional simple 

module except the 0 module. But for %V, the modules L(o) with o = *iq”, m E Z+ + i, 

have even dimensions. 

In Section 4, we will show that if o = (qm’, . . , q”‘” ) with all rni E 77, then L(W) is 

the deformation of the corresponding simple U(G)-module. 

4. Highest weight modules as deformations 

Let %,d be the d-subalgebra (with 1) of % generated by the elements 

E!“’ F!‘) (l<i<n-1), I) I EL, F,‘, r=1,2,3 ,..., 

K*’ (l<i<n>, “;;O I [ 1 (tE Z+). 
Let ?,$ (resp. “&) be the d-subalgebra (with 1) of Q generated by the elements 

E!“) (1 5 i 5 n - 1) and E,’ (resp. F,“’ (1 5 i 5 n - 1) and F,“). 

Let I be the ideal of d generated by fi - 1, then @ E d/I. 

Let L(o) be the simple highest weight %-module with w= (q”‘,. . . ,q”n) (m E Z). 

Fix a highest weight vector v of L(w), and define &Y(W) = ?, . v. Then we have 

Proposition 4.1 (Compare with Lusztig [9, Proposition 4.21). (i) &d(a) is a %&-sub- 

module of L(o). 

(ii) The natural map 9 C&&(W) + L(U) is an isomorphism of g-vector spaces. 

(iii) Lop(~) is the direct sum of its intersections with the weight subspaces of L(w). 

(iv) Each intersection in (iii) is a jinitely generated free &-module. 

Proof. (i) By [9, 4.51 and (2.23) we only need to show that 

F,‘-‘Z(K,; p, r; t)E,P-’ v E L.,I(w). 

Since E,’ . v = 0 for r > 0, it is enough to show that 

Z(K,; p,r; t) . u E Lo. 

By (2.24) this reduces to showing that 

[K,; q-'Q-(j>,q'Q+(j)l v EL,/(~). 

But by (2.20) 

[K,;q-‘Q-(j>,q’e+(j)l . u= ((P-‘Q-(j) - q-““+‘Q+(j))/(q - 4-l)). v. 

Now since (one can see this by checking the roots fl of the numerator) 

4 mn-iQ-(j) _ qpme+iQ+( j) E d 

q-q-’ 

/ > 
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the desired result follows. 
(ii) The proof for this part is the same as in [9, 4.6-4.81 and we omit it. 

(iii) By the following fo~ula (see [9, (4.4.1)]) 

where I i i < II, t 2 1, c E Z, and the fact that 
I I 
“vu E &J (f E Z,), we see that 

[ “;:‘I E 4Yp, for 1 6 i ‘: n, t E L+ and c E Z. Thus the same argument of [9, 4.91 also 
applies to our case. This completes the proof of the proposition. q 

Let &(to) be as above, define 

Z(o) = @ @Cl L&w). (4.1) 

For any weight CO’, let 

L$,,,(0) = LCi(O) n L(O)O,J > t(o)d = a3 Q3.d Ld,“,‘(~J). (4.2) 

Then by Proposition 4. I(iii), &I(W) = et,>, Ld.&u), and thus z(u)> = @,, ~(oft,~. 
By Proposition 4.l(ii), we have 

dim.,- L(~o),,)J = rank,,Ln~.~,~~(~~) = dime ~(w),J. 

The endomorphisms 

(4,3) 

Ej,F;-,Hj=(Ki-K~‘)/(q-q-‘),Kj, I<i<n, 

of the &-module &(w) induce the endomorphisms ei, fi, hi, ki (respectively) of f;(~>. 
Now just as in [9] (compare [9, Lemma 4.11 and Theorem 4.12]), one can prove the 

following proposition. 

Proposition 4.2. Let o = (q”’ , . . . , 4"" ), mi E Z (1 5 iln), let L(w) be the simple ‘2?- 

module with highest weight w. Then 
(i) rhe in&‘uced endomor~~~~s~~ k, (1 <i<n) ucts as identity on ~(o),~, the induced 

end(~r~lorp~lis~~ hi ( 1 5 i 5 n) acts on ~(w),,~~ (w’ = (q’l , . . . , q’n )) us mu~tipii~utio~ by ri; 
(ii) the induced endomorphisms ej, ,f;, hi (1 < i<n) qf E(W) satisfy relations 

(2.1)-(2.5). Hence they dejine a U(G)-module structure on E(w) making z(w) u 
h~g~~est ~t~e~ght a-modzi~e with b~g~zest ~~e~gl~t (nai, . . . , rn,). 

As an application of Proposition 4.2, one can prove a PBW type theorem. Let 
&(q-’ ,...,q-‘). Then we have 

Lemma 4.3. The Vermu module M(6) is a simple @-module, i.e. M(6) = L(6). 

Proof. The induced U(G)-module B(S) is a highest weight module with highest 
weight (-l,..., -I), thus by the representation theory of the classical Lie super- 

algebras (see [5, Theorem 3]), M(c)) is a simple U(G)-module. Now if M is a nonzero 
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@-submodule of M(6), then A4 is a direct sum of its intersections with weight sub- 

spaces of M(6). If u E A4 is a weight vector of maximal weight (maximal in the set of 

weights of M), then Elu = 0 (I 5 i < n). Since B is the quotient field of JA?, we may 

choose v such that: (i) u E A&(S) and (ii) the image 5 of u in ;i?(S) is not zero. Then 

since eii? = 0 (15 i 5 n), ij must be a highest weight vector of G( 6), thus v must be a 

highest weight vector of M(6), and hence M =M(6). This completes the proof of the 

lemma. 0 

Consider the adjoint action ad, of 82 on itself defined by 

ad,x( y ) = x ( - 1 )dey(yf deg(~)ay~{ b), 

where X, y E % are homogeneous elements, and Ax = C a @ b. 

The positive roots of G can be expressed by using 61,. . . ,6,. We have 

(4.4) 

We use the elements El,. . . , .E,- I, E,’ and the adjoint action to construct the root vectors 

co~espon~ng to the roots in Ii+ - (&, 15 i 5 n} (the even roots) as in ~~(~~(2~)). We 

also order these root vectors as in Uq(sp(2n)). Let {El : 1 li <n2 - n} be the subset 

of those root vectors corresponding to roots f 2& (12 i 5 n) with the given order. 

We further introduce the following elements: 

ELZ_n+, =E,, E$_,+i+, =ad,(E,_i-..~~_,)(E,), 1 li<n - 1, 

and let 

q=e(E;), l<jIn2, 

where 0 is the C-linear anti-automorphism of % defined in Section 2. 

For r = (rl ,..., r,2)EH’;2, let 

E’ = E,“l . . . ,$y, F” = Q(Er). 

For t=(tl,...,t,)~Hn, let 

K”=K” . ..K’“. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Then the K’ form an S basis of %*. 

Theorem 4.4. (i) The elements of the form Fr (req. E’) defined by (4.6) with Y runs 

through Zf form an 9 basis of uI1- (resp. a+). 

(ii) The elements of the form F’KfES, where F’ and Es as in (4.6) and K’ as in 

(4.3, with r, s run through k’ff and t runs through Z”, form an 9 basis of 6. 

Proof. Statement (ii) follows from statement (i) and the fact that % % %- @I@~ c9@!!+, 

we only need to prove statement (i). We shall prove the statement on F’ and %%-, the 

statement on E’ and %P will follow by applying 8. 
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First we note that the elements F’E OK;, so if we denote by f’ the image of F’ 

in %;I(& - l)%‘; ? U-(G), then by the PBW theorem of U-(G), the f’ form 

a basis of U-(G) over @. 

Then we note that %!- is spanned as an @-vector space by all elements of the form 

Fm’ . ..F”h 
11 Ii ’ 

k>O, mjE.Z, l<[,<n (j=l,..., k), 

together with 1. Let Q+ be the semigroup generated by the a(i) (1 I i < n) defined in 

(3.1). Then under the adjoint action of a0 on %- (defined by (4.4)), 02~ decomposes 

into a direct sum of F-vector spaces 

(4.8) 

where for o=(cor,..., f&), %(i={UE@!- :Ud,Kj(u)=wiu,l<i~n}. 

Consider the simple %-module M(6) (Lemma 4.3). The weights of this module have 

the form w( -p)S, where /I = c,, E z+ m;ui (see Section 3) and 

ix-p> = (pq.. . ,q-p(y. 

Since dirn~f A4(6),(-,,,6 = dim,p %2&,r, by the definition of Verma modules, so by 

(4.3) we have 

where p E H * is defined by p(hi)= 1 (1 <i<n). Since the images f’ of those F’ 

with Y=(Q,..., r,,2 ) such that C , <i< ,z r;/?; = /I form a basis of U-(G)_, over C, 

by (4.9), in order to prove the F’ form a basis of %-, we only need to prove that 

they are linearly independent over 6. Suppose that we have a nontrivial linear relation 

C, E F a,F’= 0, then by multiplying a suitable element from 9, we may assume I 
all a, E d, and at least one of them is nonzero at J4 = 1. But then the image of 

Ca, E .s a,F’ in ?;I(& - l>%; gives a nontrivial linear relation among the f’, and 

we have a contradiction. So the F’ are linearly independent over 9. This completes 

the proof of the theorem. 0 

5. Finite dimensional integrable modules 

The main objective of this section is to show that every finite dimensional integrable 

‘)/-module is semisimple. 

Let 
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let 

and let r be the root lattice of G. For each jL E C and each group homomorphism 

0: r-(*1}, let 

1 

((T(z, )q”‘hl ), . ) c+!,)q2(h,,)), if /l(h,) E Z, 
Wj., 0 = 

(O(Q)4 4h, ) 
) . ) cJ(Cc,)iq”(h”) ), if /Z(h,) E Z + t. 

If (T is the identity map, we just write 0). instead of Oj,,i. 

By Theorem 3.1, each finite dimensional integrable U2d-module is a direct sum of 

weight subspaces with weights of the form w;.,~ for some 3. E ,Z and cr. If M is a finite 

dimensional integrable %-module, we will write the weight subspace of M correspond- 

ing to the weight o;..~ as M;.,a; and if 0 is the identity, we will just write Mi. If all 

the weights of M are of the form CD;<,, with 0 fixed, then we call M type cr. Just as 

in the Lie algebra case (cf. [2, Ch. 5]), it is easy to see that each finite dimensional 

integrable %-module decomposes into direct sum of different types of submodules. Fur- 

thermore, the category cPt of finite dimensional integrable @-modules of type 1 (i.e. c 

is the identity) is closed under taking Horn spaces, dual modules, and for each cr, there 

is a hmctor providing an equivalence from 9, to the category of finite dimensional 

integrable %-modules of type g. Thus we will just restrict our attention to 91. 

We first prove a lemma in the special case n = I. 

Let g&n be the subalgebra of ‘I/ generated by E,,, F, and K:‘, then %,, % U, 

(osp( 1,2)). If M is an integrable %dlI-module, then we write the weight subspaces 

of M as M, (y. E ;Z). 

Lemma 5.1. Let M = @,,tL M,. be un integrable +Yfl-module such that dimMV < cx; 

for ull r. Then M is finite dimensional und 

dim M,. = dim M-,. 

Proof. We can assume that M # 0. Then there exists an Y E ;iZ such that M,. # 0. 

Let 0 # v E A4r. Since M is integrable, there exists m E Z, such that Ez+lv = 0 but 

E,“v # 0. Let vo = E,“v. Then E,,vo =O. Since the submodule (~0) of M generated 

by a0 is integrable, Theorem 3.1 implies that (~0) is a simple “til%,-module. Also, as a 

consequence of Theorem 3.1, we have that if m E Z, then dim(vo)o = 1; and if m E Z+ i, 

then dim(vo); = 1. Thus, we can apply induction to dim Mofdim M; with the induction 

assumption applying to M/(vo) by noting that the lemma is true if M is simple. 0 

Now we come back to the general case. Let W be the Weyl group associated to the 

simple root system n={rr,...,a,}. 

Lemma 5.2. Let M be u jinite dimensional integrable &-module. Then for any weight 

i of M, we have 

dim MA = dim M,.o.,, for all w E W. 
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Proof. It is enough to show that if xi E II, then 

dim A4j. = dim M,,(;.r, 

III 

where s; is the reflection defined by Xi. For 1 <i In - 1, the desired result follows 

from the U,(s1(2)) theory. Consider the case i=n. Let 

N= 

Then N is a j&,,-submodule of M. Since A4 is integrable, N is an integrable @‘U,-module. 

Thus since (I. - 2j(h,)a,)(h,)= - A(h,), by Lemma 5.1, 

dim M; = dim Mi_2j,(h,)r,, = dim A&“(;.). 0 

Since the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.2 applies to any integrable %-module, 

just as in the Lie algebra case, one immediately obtains the following 

Lemma 5.3. If’i E C+, then L(i) is jinite dimensional. Thus every jinite dimensional 

simple integruble @-module is isomorphic to L(A) for some i E Cf. 

Note that if I,(h,) E Z+, then Lemma 5.3 is a consequence of Proposition 4.2. 

Let wa E W be the unique element such that wa(Zi’) = - Il. For 1, E Cf, let vi be 

a highest weight vector of the Verma module M(A), let Jj, be the submodule generated 

by F;‘?‘,” Uj, (l<i<n - 1) and Fn2mn+‘vjL, and set Ql,)=M(i,)/J;,. 

Lemma 5.4. Let 2 E C+. Then t(A) S L(A). 

Proof. Let fi;, be the image of vi, in &I.), then 

F;““+l Fiji = 0 ( 1 5 i < n - 1 ), Fn2”“‘+’ Gjb = 0. (5.1) 

Condition (5.1) guarantees that L(n) is integrable, and hence the character formula in 

[5, Proposition 2.81 is valid for i(%). It follows that z(A) ” L(2) (cf. the remark in 

[6, p. 1741). 0 

Recall that for M E cFt, one defines the @-module structure on the dual space M* 

by 

(n!)(n) = “W(u)r), 

where ,f EM*, VEM and UE%. 

Lemma 5.5. Let i E ,?I+, then L(A)* E L(-wo(i.)). 

Proof. Since L(A) is finite dimensional and simple, L(A)* is finite dimensional and 

simple. Let ai, be a highest weight vector of L(A), let fi E L(2)* be such that fj.(n;.) = 1 
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and f;,(L(E,),) = 0 for all p # 3,. Then KiJj, = q-“‘hl)f;, (1 5 i<n), thus O-J. is the 

lowest weight of L(A)*, and therefore w_%,~(;.) is the highest weight of L(A)*. 0 

Theorem 5.6. Every object M E 91 is semisimple. 

Proof. Use Lemma 5.3, Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 to argue exactly as in the proof 

of Theorem 5.17 in [2]. 0 
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